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Introduction 

For the Japanese 1995 marked the fiftieth anniversary of defeat in World War 11, 
but for the Chinese it marked the fiftieth anniversary of victory in "The War of Resistance 
Against Japan." This fifty-year postwar period, however, has not seen steady development in Japanese studies within China. Civil war from 1945 to 1949 and the decade-long Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution starting in 1966 brought paralysis and 
stagnation not only to Japanese studies, but also to academic research as a whole. 
Chinese historians have been able to work on Japan in an atmosphere of calm only after Sino-Japanese relations normalized in 1972, after the Cultural Reevolution ended in 
1976, and after the Third Plenum of the CCP's Eleventh Party Congress launched a 
program to "pursue facts and liberate thought" in 1978. 2 

Thereafter, several universities and social science research institutes created 
centers for Japan studies, mainly in the northeastern provinces of Heilungkiang, Kirin, 
and Liaoning. Societies for the study of Japanese History, Sino-Japanese Relations, 
Japan-Northeast China Relations, and Japanese Studies in general have provided 

Translators' note. This article, "Chfigoku ni okem Nihon gendai shi kenkyfi no d6k6: Jfigonen 
sens6 ki no Nit-Chfi kankei shi o chfishin hi" • [] ty_ • l• • El • •j• '• 5• • •f• or) •j • qu 
• • • --• • • El •b • • • • • ,1•" •Y-, appeared in Awaya Kentar6 •)• • • l•l•, Toyoshita 
Narahiko •_ -•/f• )•, Mori Takemaro • i• •, and Yoshida Yutaka • [] •t•, eds., Nenp6: 
Nihon gendai shi •lz•[• El •t•-•5 • 1 (May 1995), pp. 249-63. We wish to thank the editors 
and publisher, Azuma shuppan, for permission to translate the Japanese original. Throughout the 
article, Kobayashi follws the left-wing Japanese convention of placing quotation marks around 
the terms "Manchuria" and "Manehoukuo" in deference to the sensibilities of Chinese who may be offended. We have omitted these quotation marks in this English translation for the sake of simplicity. 
2 See T'ang Ch'ung-nan • i• 1•, "Jih-pen shih" El • .q•, in I-lsiao Li •J •, Chung-kuo li-shih- 
hsiieh ssu-shih-nien • [] • • • • -[- • (Shu-mu wen-hsien eh'u-pan-she, 1989); and Wu An- lung •; • 1• and Hsiung Ta-yttn J• i• •_, Chagokujin no Nihon kenky• shi dg [] )• ¢) El • • •5• (Rokk6 shuppan, 1989). 
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scholarly forums for research. 3 And, in general, when Chinese historians do study Japan, 
they are interested mainly in Sino-Japanese relations--not Japanese political history. That 
being said, the past decade has produced a remarkably changed climate for studies of 
modem and contemporary history. 

First, the Chinese have eagerly hosted and attended international conferences 
where delegates from the Chinese Mainland, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Japan, Europe, and 
North America freely exchanged views. For example, in 1985 Peking hosted a 
conference to mark the fortieth anniversary of "Victory over Japanese Agression and of 
Worldwide Anti-Fascism." In 1987 Tokyo, Kyoto, and Tsinan hosted conferences to 
commemorate the July 7th (Marco Polo Bridge) Incident. And in 1991 Shenyang 
(formerly, Mukden) hosted a conference to mark the sixtieth anniversary of the 
September 18th Manchurian Incident. Participants did not fully overcome differences in 
nationality, ideology, and political perspectives, but the conference still marked a big step 
forward in furthering mutual communication and identifying points of controversy. 

Second, over the past ten years, many scholars from the Chinese Mainland and 
Taiwan have studied in Japan for extended lengths of time. There used to be severe 
restrictions on access to primary sources in China, so students of modem Japan had to 
rely mainly on secondary works. Now, studying in Japan permits them to gather primary 
materials and to establish personal contacts easily. As a result, they have to publish 
empirically grounded studies of high quality, some of which they even write in Japanese. 
These trends will surely intensify hereafter. 

Below, I will survey trends in modem Japanese history and Sino-Japanese 
relations on the Chinese Mainland and Taiwan since the 1980s. These fields account for 
but a fraction of Chinese scholarship on Japan, but there are still a great number of books 
and articles to be consulted. 4 So I do not presume to attempt a truly comprehensive 

3 See Li Yii •fi q•,_, Liu Yii-min •J • •, and Chang Kuei-lai • J•t •, eds., Chung-kuo dih-pen- 
hsi•eh lun-chu so-yin: 1949-1988 q• [] •t •s: • • •: • 71 1949-1988 (Pei-ching ta-hstieh 
ch'u-pan-she, 1991). According to them, books on history outnttmber those on language and 
economics, but articles on economics far outnumber those on history. 
4 To review trends in Chinese studies on modem and contemporary Japanese history written in 
Japanese, see the following: Yii Hsin-ch'un #I • ')•, "Chfigoku ni okem Nihon gaik6 shi 
kenkyfi" q• [] •7_ •3 • • •t x•:#• •..51• •, Aichi daigaku kokusai mondai kenloMjo lu'y6 •.• 
• • [] •, •d] • • • • •i• •- 730 (June 1983); YiJ Hsin-eh'un, "Chfigoku ni okem kindai 
Chfigai kankei shi kenkyfi no d6k6" d• [] •7_ • l-J" • j• •'• r• • • • 3•. •i• • 
Rekishigaku kenkyd J• 5• • • • 518 (July 1983); Liao Lung-kan Jig I• •, "Chf•goku ni okem 
Nihon kindai shi kenkyfi no genky6" • [] •7_ •3 •'J" • • •s: j• •-• • • • • • •, in Kindai 
Nihon kenkyfikai • • I•1 • • • •, ed., Nenp6 kindai Nihon kenlgM 10: Kindai Nihon kenkyd 

to (Yamakawa 
shuppansha, 1988); Wu Mi-ch'a • • •, "Taiwan ni okem Nihon kindai shi kenkyfi no seika" 

It ,: R in ibid.; Yamane Yuido FujU 
5q: •- --.=, Nakamura Tadashi • • .• , and 0ta Sh6k6 • [] Jl• •tt•,, Kindai Nit-Chd kankei shi 
kenlgM nyamon • •'• •I r• l• • 5• • 9• ,h. • (Kenbun shuppan, 1992); and Lu I 
"ChOgoku ni okem Nihon kenkyfi" q• [] •7_ • •- • I•I • • •, Kokusai Nihon bunka kenloM 
sentd ldy6: Nihon kenkyd [] I•, • ;•k:•J]:•[• q• >, •, ti•- I• ;z•:•Jt:• 10 (August 1994). 

In preparing this article I consulted the following: Hsii Yung • •j, "Jib-pen ch'in-Hua 
shih yen-chiu tsung-shu" I•I ;•: {• • 5t• • • •, :i•, Shih-chieh shih yen-chiu tung-t 'ai 
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bibliographic survey. Instead, I will focus on the Fifteen-Year War from 1931 to 1945 and the period leading to it. 

The 1920s 

Chinese studies of the 1920s center on Japan's policies of continental expansion as pursued under Shidehara and Tanaka diplomacy, 
on railway negotiations, and on the South Manchurian Railway (SMR) in Northeast China. 5 The so-called "Tanaka Memorial" remains a key topic of research. 6 In Japan almost everyone agrees that the document is specious, so few people discuss the issue. But in China, controversy over the document's authenticity has been raging since the mid-1970s. First, historians such as I Hsien-shih, Shen Yti, Kao Tien-fang, and Liu T'ing-hua insist that the document is authentic and that Tanaka actually submitted it to Emperor 

• • • J•. (March 1989); Chia Pao-po • •_ •, "Erh-shih-nien-lai Chung-kuo hsiJeh-che tui Chung-Jih kuan-hsi shih ti yen-chiu" .•-- --[- •1• • fib [] • • • qb El 1• •)• 3[• I•J/•: •f•, Shih-chieh shih yen-chiu tung-t 'ai (September 1992); I Hsien-shih • •[ •, "Min-kuo shih-ch'i Chung-Jih kuan-hsi shih yen-chiu shu-p'ing" • [] I• J•] fib El I• {• 31• • •[• :• •]s]•, in Ts'eng Ching-chung • ft. •,, ed., Chung-hua Min-kuo shih yen-chiu shu-liieh qb • L• [] 3•. •jf • •_ • (Chung-kuo she-hui k'o-hs•ieh h u-pan-she, 1992); Chin Kuang-yao • :•; • and Chang Chi-shun • •: •1•, 
C "K'ang-Jih chan-cheng shih-ch'i lun-hsien-ch'ii yen-chiu shu-p'ing- • • •-, in ibid.;Pai Ya-ch'in 1• • •j•, "'Chiu-i-pa' shih-pien yen-chiu tsung-shu" y• •-• • •f• •, JgJ•, She-hui k'o-hsiieh chan-hsien •± • • _• • 1 (1991); Chang Ching-sung •3 •/z• and Ma I-hung ,• • •, "Chiu-i-pa shih-pien yen-chiu tsung-shu" ang-Jih chan-cheng yen-chiu •'• • • 4j•-]i)]: • 1 (1991 ); Jung Wei-mu • • fiN, "Lu-kou- ch'iao shih-pien yen-chiu tsung-shu"/• • • !J• • •: • •, •, "Chin-liu-nien-lai Chung-Jih chan-cheng shih yen-chiu chuang-k'uang yii chin-hou chang- wang" j•[• •b El •5[•;• •0• •-•-•)j• •_i• in Yamada Tatsuo I.[! • •}•, ed., Nit-Cha kankei 

no 150 nen: srgo izon, kyrzon, tekitai El d• • •j" (T6h6 shoten, 1994). For reprints of many of these, see Chung-kuo hsien-tai shih 51• (Chung-kuo jen-min ta-hsiJeh shu-pao tzu-liao ehung-hsin). However, I have cited the original date and place of publication for each article. 51 Hsien-skih • • •i', Nihon no tairiku seisalm to Cht•goku trhoku El 2• ¢) fl• [• i• • • r• [] • • (Rokk6 shuppan, 1989); Shen Yii •[•-• and t-Isieh Hsiieh-eh'iao -• • •, "'T'ien-chung m-chiao ti tui-Hua cheng-ts'e" m d• •t • •,•. • ....... (1988•" w,, v;_ • • 
• w •'r •. I• •x,j •l• • •, Ll-sl•ih yen-chiu 

'"•:•,•, •.unt'•-"" wai •/J•:• 1 yuan -cmao ti hsmg-ch eng yu pu-wen-tmg-hsing,, • .• •J F•, h• 7• • • •:, Jih-pen wen-t'/El • •d] • 6 (1989); Wang Ying-nan :V • :•J, "Chiu- i-pa shih-pien ch'ien Tung-pei chih (t'ieh-lu) chien-she yii Jib-pen so-wei 't'e-shu ch'iian-i'- ]\ •fl •" •'• • :[• £•. ( • gCgt ) • •i•. • El 2• •)• • • Fflf, •il j• Chin-tai Chung-kuo j• • r• [] 85 (1991); Hsi Wu-i ]• :ff •, "'Man-Meng t'ieh-lu ehiao-she' yii Jih-Feng mao-tun ti chi- hua" • • •j• g•h .• • • El • ;• 1• •t• •1",, Chin-tai shih yen-chiu :• •-• 5• • • 5 (1992); Jen Sung •/•,, "Ts'ung 'Man-Meng t'ieh-lu ehiao-she' k'an Jih-Feng kuan-hsi" • El • 1• •, Chin-tai 8hih yen-chiu 5 (1994). 
• For the most concise trea.tment of this issue, see Soejima Sh6ichi shinryaku to jfagonen senso no kaishi" •1• [] • • •t ,•, •_ • .... 

ug ohoku 
-t•- • -r- •-t a• • •p- • g•, in Fujiwara Aldra J• • l• and Imai Seiichi •- 9• •j• •, eds., Jdgonen sens6 shi 1: Manshajihen •J•'5• I •)•[•J• (Aoki shoten, 1988). 
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nirohito. 7 For the most part, they base their assertions on memoirs left by Ts'ai Chih- 
k'an who reputedly stole his way into the imperial palace archives and made a copy of the 
document, or by Wang Chia-chen who reputedly smuggled the copy into China, and 
translated and edited it. 8 This school stresses that Japanese actions after the Far Eastern 
Conference (1927) fully bear out the document's contents. Or, they say that there was a 
separate "secret conference," and that the Foreign Ministry did not record these 
discussions in its official proceedings. 

By contrast, historians such as Yii Hsin-ch'un and Tsou Yu-heng agree on the 
aggressive aims of the Far Eastern Conference. But they nevertheless assert that the 
memorial was forged or that its authenticity cannot be proven. 9 Yii studied Foreign 
Ministry documents of the period to prove that the Conference's actual proceedings never 
reached positions outlined in the "Tanaka Memorial." Tsou has made a detailed study of 
the text to show that it is not drafted in the form properly used in memorials submitted to 
the throne, and that it contains numerous factual errors which Tanaka could never have 
committed. 

Although one can easily understand the difficulties created by poor accessibility to 
Japanese sources until recent years, I was still taken aback by the scant regard for 
empirical analysis shown by one school in this debate. Tsou Yu-heng points out these 
reasons to explain why Chinese hold fast to their belief in the document's authenticity 
despite evidence to the contrary. First, Japan's aggression in China, and especially in the 
Northeast, followed the "Tanaka Memorial" all too closely. Second, the existence of this 
document cannot be denied simply because of factual errors in it. Third, to reject its 
authenticity might lead to absolving the criminality of Japanese imperialism. 1° Thus, the 
"Tanaka Memorial" controversy is deeply rooted in Chinese historical and national 

7 1 Hsien-shih • • •, Chang Te-liang • •, •, Ch'en Ch'ung-ch'iao 1• • •, and Li Hung- 
chiin •J• •3• •-•'3, Chiu-i-pa shih-pien shih }h ]\ • ;¢• 3•. (Liao-ning jen-min ch'u-pan-shi, 1981) 
(This volume has been translated into Japanese by Hayakawa Tadashi -•- ]11 •-E_, published by 
Shin jidai sha in 1986); Kao Tien-fang • ]g• •-, "Kuan-yii 'T'ien-chung tsou-che' ti lai-lung 
ch'ii-mai" • • [] fib •. •i: • •i• •J•l[•, in Chung-kuo jen-min k'ang-Jih chan-cheng chi-nien- 
kuan fib [] )• • • I• • -•fi • • •I•, ed., Chung-kuo jen-min k'ang-Jih chan-cheng chi-nien- 
kuan wen-ts 'ung fib [] J• • • • • • • • •l• •. • (Pei-ching oh'u-pan-she, 1991); Liu T'ing- 
hua •J • •i• "Chiu-i-pa" shih-pien yen-chiu Jh ]\ • • • • (Chieh-fang-chiin kuo-fang ta- 
hsiieh oh'u-pan-she, 1986). See also Institute of Modem History, Chinese Academy of Social 
Sciences [CASS], ed., Jih-pen ch 'in-Hua ch 'i-shih nien shih • ;t• •. • •CS -[- •i• y•. (CASS, 
1992), of which the relevent section is authored by Shen Yii •-•. 
s Ts'al Chih-k' an • • :•, "Wo tsen-yang eh'ii-te T'ien-chung tsou-ehang" • • •J• ]• •J• [] fib 
•. •., Tzu-yujen 1• fl• J• (Hong Kong, August 29, 1953); Wang Chia-chen q: •(/8•i, "Jib-pen 
liang chi-mi wen-chien Chung-i=pen fi lai-li" I•I • •j •J• • •/•: fib •:• I• • •, Wen-shih tzu- 
liao hsfum-chi •5•]•t j•.• 11 (1961). 
9 y• Hsin-ch'un 1• • •J•, "Tung-fang hui-i chen-hsiang yil 'T'ien-chung tsou-che' wen-tT' •l• 
•f • • • •1• • [] fib • •]• • • Nan-k'ai hs•eh-pao • •] • f/• 1 (1985); Tsou Yu-heng • •" 
•_-, "Tui Ts'ai Chih-k'an eh'ii-de T'ien-chung tsou-chang ti chih-i" • • • J• II• • [] fib • :i• 
fro • •:, Wai-kuo wen-t'i yen-chiu J•, [] I•] • •t: • 4 (1987); Tsou Yu-heng, "'T'ien-chung 
tsou-chang' ehen-wei lun" [] fib•:•.•, ibid. 1 (1994). 
•o Tsou Yu-heng, "'T'ien-chung tsou-chang' chen-wei lan." 
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consciousness. So, the "forgery thesis" will not attain the status of scholarly consensus in China for some time to come. 

The September 18th Manchurian Incident 

In 1991 international conferences commemorated the sixtieth anniversary of this incident. These meetings took place in Shenyang under the auspices of the Liaoning, Kirin, and Heilungkiang provincial social science academies, and in Taipei under the auspices of the Center for Historical Studies. Many publications appeared in what can 
only be described 

as a China-wide "September 18th boom." And, adding fuel to the flame was Chang Hsiieh-liang's • • /• sudden appearance before the media in December 1990. 
Various studies of the September 18th Incident had appeared earlier, beginning with Liang Ching-ch'un • •j• •5•, Chiu-i-pa shih-pien shih-shu 3• •/\ •!fl :• 5P: • [An Account of the September 18th Incident], published in Taiwan by Shih-chieh shu-chti in 1964 with a revised edition in 1968. Other works include: 1) I Hsien-shih •jj •j• •-, et al., Chiu-i-pa shih-pien shih 3• /\ •!fl :• 3•. [A History of the September 18th Incident], which has been translated into Japanese; 2) Ma Chung-lien )• •,•, ed., "'Chiu-i-pa" tao "Ch 'i-ch 'i'" •]L •\ • qTS-• [From September 18th to July 7th] (Chung-kuo ch rag-men h u-pan-she, 1985); Liu T'ing-hua •J ,1• •, "Chiu-i-pa" shih-pien yen-chiu3• •/\ $fl • • • [A Study of the September 18th Incident] (1986); and Yti Hsin-ch'un 1•" :• •j•, Manshz•jihen ki no Chz•-Nichi gaik6 shi kenkya • ')hi • • • • • • p• • 5•• • [A Study of the History of Sino-Japanese Diplomacy During the Manchurian Incident] (T6h6 shoten, 1986). Yii Hsin-ch'un's work made full use of not only Chinese Mainland and Taiwan sources, but Japanese Foreign Ministry and Imperial Army sources too. It is a 

tome that has yet to be surpassed on this topic. Nevertheless, there is new scholarship that dates from the sixtieth anniversary, such as Chiu-i-pa shih-pien ts "ung-shu 3• /\ •jf :• • •_ [Compendium 
on the September 18th Incident] (Liao-ning jen-min h u-pan-she, 1991) • and Wu-wang kuo- C ch 'ih li-shih ts "ung-shu •: ,• [] ]•, • 5•. • •r [Historical Compendium to Never Forget Our National Humiliation] (Chung-kuo hua'ch'iao ch'u_pan.she)Jz As well there is 
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another Chiu-i-pa shih-pien ts 'ung-shu--a six-volume series that includes two volumes of 
primary sources. 

Most noteworthy is a collection of official sources put out by the Liaoning 
Provincial Archives. These are not just translations of published sources already 
available in Japan. Instead, they are Chinese translations of prewar Japanese sources 
housed in China. These include telegrams that reveal Chinese reactions to events from 
Chang Tso-lin's • • • assassination to the September 18th Incident, plus SMR 
telegrams, letters, and other sources dating from the 1910s to the mid-1930s. Not directly 
related to the September 18th Incident but nevertheless of great interest are SMR 
documents that include letters by Doihara Kenji 212/]• • • __.•, telegrams by Matsuoka 
Y6suke • • •- 7•i" and n6ten tetsud6 jimusho jikyoku nisshi •. • • j• •fl • •J• • •j 
I•t • [The Mukden Railway Office's Daily Accounts of the Current Situation]. 

Older source collections on the September 18th Incident published in Taiwan are: 
Lo Chia-lun • •/•, Ko-ming wen-hsien • • 7;£ l• [Documents on the Revolution] 
(nos. 33-35, Chung-yang wen-wu kung-ying-she, 1978); Li Ytin-han •fi • •i•, Chiu-i-pa 
shih-pien shih-liao 3• •\ $fl ,-• 5P-. •qt [Historical Documents on the September 18th 
Incident] (Cheng-chung shu-chii, 1977).• 3 

In 1988 the Chinese Mainland began publishing Jih-pen ti-kuo-chu-i ch 'in-Hua 
tang-an tzu-liao hsi•an-pien [] 7• • [] :• • •. $•_ • • :• • • • [Selected Edited 
Archival Documents on Japanese Imperialist Aggression Against China]. The Central 
Archives, China Second Historical Archives, and Kirin Social Science Academy edited 
this series, whose first volume deals with the September 18th Incident. Other volumes 
contain some shocking revelations by high Manchoukuo officials such as K6moto 
Daisaku • • 3k7 (I • Sasaki T6ichi • •z • •_ •, Takebe Rokuz6 •-• • • •I•, and their 
Chinese collaborators. TM This includes affidavits, recorded testimonies, and confessions 
produced during trials for Japanese war criminals and "Chinese traitors." Given their 
nature, we must submit these sources to critical scrutiny. Still, they are highly valuable 
since they do not exist in Japan. It is too bad that these records were not reproduced in 
their original form. Instead, the editors translated them into Chinese. That is 
understandable, since the intended audience is Chinese. But I remain eager to read them 

•3 Taiwan commemorated the sixtieth anniversary by publishing Chtmg-kuo Kuo-min-tang 
Chung-yang wei-yiian-hui tang-shih wei-yiian-hui, ed., Kuo-min cheng-fu ch 'u-li chiu-i-pa shih- 
pien chih chung-yao wen-hsien (Chung-kuo hsien-tai shih shih-liao ts 'ung-pien) [] • i• fief •. t•: 
)L•}\$•I:• •_•1•3•f•, d• [] ]•1•5•5t• •t]• •t,• (series 12) (Chin-tai Chung-kuo eh'u- 
pan-she, 1992). This work contains records of the political and special diplomatic committees of 
the KMT Central Steering Committee, primary sources published on the Chinese Mainland, and 
Taiwan academic articles related to the September 18th Incident. 
•4 In addition to this volume on the September 18th Incident, six others have been published to 
date: volume 3, Wei-Man k'uei-lei cheng-ch'fum • • • • i• •. (1994); volume 4, Tung-pei 
"ta-t' ao-fa" • • •7. • •f• (1991); volume 5, Hsi-ch•n-chan y• tu-ch "i-chan •. l• •, •, • •f, •¢• 
(1988); volume 7, Wei-Man hsien-ching t'ung-chih • • • • •b• • (1993); volume 8, Tung-pei 
li-tz'u ta-ts'an-an •1• •1• O• • • • (1993); and volume 14, Tung-pei ching-chi If•eh-to • • 
•: •, •J• (1991). Portions ofHsi-chiin-chan yft tu-ch 'i-chan have been translated by Eda Kenji 
•Y. [] • • as Seitai kaib6 •_ •(, j• n•J Jintai fikken J• • •g• gCj• and Saikin sakusen •d ]• •- •¢• 
(Dbbunkan, 1991-92). 
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in the original Japanese, and I look forward to the day when the archives housing them will open to the public. 
Unlike the situation pertaining to Marco Polo Bridge, there is no doubt about who perpetuated the September 18th Incident. Hence there are only three real points of controversy: to clarify the causes and background to the incident, to determine if the Japanese state itself was behind it, and to decide if we should deem it the start of World War H in Asia. As the first issue, Chinese historians list the 1929 Depression, Japan's "continental policies," international relations of that day, and fascism. 15 Here, I will introduce Chinese views on the last two issues. 

In Japan, the scholarly consensus holds that the Kwantung Army officers instigated the incident, perhaps with tacit consent from a few superiors in Tokyo. But Japanese historians do not support the contention that central army headquarters directed the incident.17 By contrast, Chinese historians argue that army headquarters played the leading role. 
Lii Wan-ho • •" • says that the incident was not an independent action taken by a small number of field officers. Instead, he claims that the whole imperial army was behind the conspiracy.IS Shen Yti contends that aggression in Manchuria formed the core of official army policy--not just the Kwantung Army's. 19 However, we should note that Shen Yu •7• if; bases his views on a misreading of one key document, the "Manshfi mondai kaiketsu h6saku no taik6" • )•l •-• • • •: 9•" • ¢) • • .20 This is the record of a conference that five Army Ministry section chiefs attended in June 1931. They resolved that, "as a measure to win support at home and abroad, we hope to implement this policy carefully for about a year; that is, until next spring." Shen misconstrues the passage to mean that army headquarters 

was planning military operations that would last one year. Lang Wei-ch'eng goes even further than Shen. Lang argues that the Kwantung Army was just carrying out a policy conceived by army headquarters and approved by the 

•5 See, for example, Lang Wei-ch'eng •1• • •, "Ts'ung i-pu Jib-pen ti-kuo-chu-i ch'in-Hua shih k'an Jib-pen fa-tung chiu-i-pa shih-pien ti ken-pen yuan-yin"• • • "• "i•O )•L /\ •" :• I•'J ;• • ,•, •,[ Wai-kuo 
w 16 en-t tyen-chtu •, I• I•,• • • • 3 (1991). For example, see Ou Cheng-wen • • 3•:, "Ti-erh-tz'u shih-chieh ta-chan ying 'chiu-i-pa' shih-pien wei ch'i-tien" • • • •: •. 9•7 •,• • 3• ]\ •j• •/• • • ,•(, Ho-nan shih-ta hsiieh- pao 7•]• ff•fl• 4 (1992); and Sun Li-kang •;•Ll•lJ "Lun 'chiu-i-pa' shih-pien neng-fou ch'eng-wei erh-chan ch'i-tien" •-• yt h ]'k • :• • • h• • •-- 1• j• ,,•,, Tung-chiang hsiieh-k 'an: Che-shepan •[•:t:lj •±j• 3 (1988). 

•7 One Japanese historian, Fujimura Michio • ;• •/qb, does argue that central army head- quarters directed the incident. See Fujimura, Selcai gendai shi I: Nihon gendai shi •:. I Et :• • 
Tatamiya Eitar6 [] 4, •" • • l•l•, and others have pointed out Fujimura's shortcomings. See, •fsor example, Tatamiya, Kensaku 

See his Ch ....... " "•r• "'-u•l°rt•uzanlcaku, 1993) •en-mmg din-pen ¢nin-tai shih f• •I1• r:l 71v "• •4• d• •,: 1984). --r-•.• •,..w..ta •a-camjen-mm cla u-pan-she, 
19 Shen Yu, "Jib-pen fa-tung 'chiu,i-pa' skih-pien cheng-ts'e hsing-ch'eng ti chen-hsiang" El •--A••y••, rang-anya li-shih t•. •5• 2 (1990). See also Jib-pen ¢h 'in-Hua ch 'i-shih nien shih, op. cir. 

•o In Gendai shi shiryd 7." Manshafihen ]J• •-• • • •t 7 • '•1 !•: •/• (Misuzu shob6, 1964), p. 164. 
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cabinet. Thus, to Lang, the incident reflected the will of the emperor state. 21 Opposed to 

the above views are Liu T'ing-hua and Yti Hsin-ch'un who argue that responsibility for 

the incident lies with the Kwantung Army. 22 

Until recently both Mainland and Taiwan specialists on modem Chinese history 
and the Chinese Revolution held that China's "Eight-Year War of Resistance Against 
Japan" began with the July 7th Incident. But from the mid-1980s, Mainland Chinese 

historians began to adopt the "Fifteen- (or Fourteen-) Year War of Resistance to Japan" 
thesis according to which the war started with the September 18th Incident. Since then, 
the Chinese have intensely debated this issue ofperiodization. 23 

By contrast, Chinese specialists on modem Japan take the "Fifteen-Year War" 

thesis as a given. They argue that Japanese imperialist aggression inevitably led to the 

war. This aggression began with continental policies of expansion in the 1920s that 

necessarily led to the September 18th and July 7th Incidents. 24 Indeed, the Institute of 

Modem History of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences recently devised a 

framework for a "Seventy-Year Period of Japanese Aggression Against China" beginning 
with the Taiwan Expedition of 1874. 25 It should be noted, though, that Taiwan historians 

are more wary about stressing continuity because it may have negative implications for 

the KMT government that concli•ded the Tangku Ceasef'tre Accords in 1933. 

In Japan, Himeta Mitsuyoshi has submitted a "Fifty-Year War Thesis" that 

underscores the consistency of Japanese aggression against China from 1894 to 1945. So 

this issue of how to contextualize the Fifty-Year War within the overall history of modem 

Sino-Japanese relations will continue to be a major topic of debate. As for nomenclature, 
Hirneta urges us to adopt the terms "Fifty-Year War of Aggression Against China" and 

"War of Aggression Against China. ''26 

However, Chang Ching-t'ang stresses that the usual Japanese terms "Sino- 

Japanese War" and "Fifteen-Year War" do not convey an accurate sense of Japan's 
aggression which was the essence of the war. Chang, too, urges us to adopt more explicit 

2• Lang Wei-ch'eng, "Jib-pen chtin-pu, nei-ko yii chiu-i-pa shih-pien" [] :• •i• • • 1• • • 
J'k • •, Shih-chieh li-shih •: •-• 5• 2 (1985). 
22 See the works by Liu and Yti cited above. 
23 See the detailed study by Yasui Sankichi • •i: :" •, Rok6ky6 jiken r]• •1• • • • (Kenbun 
shuppan, 1993) 
24 Lang Wei-ch'eng, "Chung-Jih i-wu-nien chan-cheng shih yen-chiu chi-ko wen-t'i ti t'an-t'ao" 

d• [• 7ff. #•- •,• • 5• •i• • •/j• •j• [• • •t•J •: • Pei-ching she-hui k o-hsi•eh • • •± • •-• •g• 3 

(1987). All survey histories of the war recently published on the Chinese Mainland use the 1931 

to 1945 pedodization scheme. See, for example, Hu Te-k'un i•J • •t Chung-Jih chan-cheng 
shih • • 1•@• (Wu-han ta-hs'tieh oh'u-pan-she, 1988); Wang Fu :t:_i•, Jih-chftn ch'in-Hua 

chan-cheng (1931-1945) • •[• /•. • •l• •p (4 vols., Liao-ning jen-min oh'u-pan-she, 1990); I-Isii 

Lan •, •, Ying-kuo yii Chung-Jih chan-cheng (1931-1941) •: [] •, d• [] I• • (Pei-ehing shih- 

fan hsiieh-yi•n eh'u-pan-she, 1991); and Chtin-shih k' o-hstieh-yiian ehiin-shih li-shlh yen-ehiu- 

pu •i• •J•l• •i• SJ• 5•;1•; Chung-kuo k'ang-Jih chan-cheng shih d• [] •ff• •I 

3 volumes (Claieh-fang-ehiin oh'u-pan-she, 1991, 1994). 
• See Jih-pen ch 'in-Hua ch 'i-shih-nien shih, op. cit. 
• Himeta Mitsuyoshi • I•I :•-•, '¢Nihonjin to 'Tai-Ka shinryalm sens6 shikan'" • :• ix. • • 
• •1• I• 1• •rp 51• •1•, in Chf•6 daigaku jinbun kagaku kenkyfijo, ed., Nit-Cha sens6: Nihon, 

Chagoku, Amerika [• d• • •. •I 7• dp [] 7" ,,• •) • (Chfi6 daigaku shuppanbu, 1993). 
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terms, i.e., "the Japanese War of Agreession Against China" and "the Fifteen-Year War 
of Japanese Aggression Against China. ''27 From the Chinese standpoint, this represents 
the flip-side of"China's War of Resistance to Japan." 

On Manchoukuo 

Chinese historians did some research on this topic before the Cultural Revolution. 
However, the first serious publication was Chiang Nien-tung • • •, I Wen-ch'eng {• 
3• •, Hsieh Hstieh-shih • • •., Lti Ytian-ming • • I•fJ, and Chang Fu-lin • • I•, 
ff'ei Man-chou-kuo shih /•j • • [] 5•. [History of the Collaborationist State, 
Manchoukuo] (Chi-lin jen-rnin ch'u-pan-she, 1980). It covers a wide range of topics, 
such as the state's foundation and pacification, activities of the Concordia Society, 
economic controls and plundering of resources, immigration policies, colonial control 
over culture and education, and resistance struggles by the local populace. If the two- 
volume Mansh•koku shi • '• [] 5•. [History of Manchoukuo] (Man-M6 d6h6 engokai, 
1970) reflects the ruling Japanese standpoint, Wei Man-chou-kuo shih presents the story 
from the occupied Chinese side. It is interesting to note that a revised version of the Wei 
Man-chou-kuo shih appeared from Ta-lien ch'u-pan-she in 1991. And, its "Afterward" 
states that systematic study of and publication on "this collaborationist state" has been 
obstructed for so long in China because "leftists" thought repudiated the worth of 
anything connected with Manchoukuo. 2s 

As mentioned above, the sixtieth anniversary of the September 18th Incident in 
1991 led to a flood of publications. In 1986 historians from Heilungkiang, Kifin, and 
Liaoning formed a committee to compile the Tung-pei lun-hsien shih-ssu-nien shih 
ts 'ung-shu •(. • L • • -}- [] if- 5• • -•- [Historical Compendium on the Fourteen-Year 
Occupation of Northeast China]. It first met in 1987 and began publishing in 1990. 
Furthermore, as shown by Su Ch'ung-min's ,.• • • tome on the SMR or Hu Ch'ang and 
Ku Ch'iian's work on the Manchurian Film Industry, recent Chinese research has moved 
away from purely political, economic, and military studies so as cover other topics in 
great breadth and depth. 29 

27 Chang Chin-t'ang • • __•_, "Kuan-yii Jib-pen ch'in-Hua chan-cheng ti ch'eng-hu wen-t'i" • 
• [] 7•r.•-••[•=•t•l,Jih-penyen-chiu •1 2•:• 4 (1986). 
•s See the revised edition, p. 664. 
•9 Tung-pei lun-hsien shih-ssu-nien shih tsung-pien-shih, ed., Tung-pei lun-hsien shih-ssu-nien 
shih yen-chiu • • •'• [• qt_ [] 5• 51• •t•, vol. 1 (Chi-lin jen-min ch'u-pan-she, 1988); vol. 2 
(Liao-ning jen-min ch'u-pan-she, 1991). Studies include: Wang Ch'eng-li q: ;• •L, Chung-kuo 
Tung-pei lun-hsien shih-ssu-nien shih kang-yao d• [] • :l• • • -t- [] 5•. 5•.•J ]•. (Chung-kuo ta 
pai-k'o-eh'i•tn-shu oh'u-pan-she, 1991); Wang Ping-ehtmg :E • ,•, and Sun Chi-ying •j• •1• •, 
Tung-pei lun-hsien shih-ssu-nien ta-shih pien-nien •g • • !• d- [] •- • •j• •[• if- (Liao-ning jen- 
rain-oh'u-pan-she, 1990); Su Ch'ung-miu, Man-t'ieh shih • • 5•. (Chung-hua shu-ehti, 1990); 
Hu Ch'ang i•J •t• and Ku Ch'tian • Jj•, Man-)•ng: Kuo-ts 'e tien-ying mien-tnien-kuan • • [] 
•1• • • • • • (Chung-hua shu-ehti, 1990); Li Chien-pai •J• •J •, ed., Tung-pei k'ang-Jih 
chiu-wang jen-wu chuan ]•. • • [] •X • ,Ik • • (Chung-kuo ta pai-k'o-eh'tian-shu oh'u-pan- 
she, 1991); Li Chien-pai, Tung-pei k'ang-Jih chiu-wang yitn-tung shih-liao •. •. •'• [] • • •. 
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In Taiwan, volume 37 of Ko-ming wen-hsien, which contains sources on 

Manchoukuo, was reprinted in 1978. But publication of new primary materials has been 

a major achievement in Chinese Mainland Manchoukuo studies. As noted above the 

Central Archive in 1988 began to publish Jih-pen ti-kuo-chu-i ch 'in-Hua tang-an tzu-liao 

hsiian-pien. This series contains volumes of source materials devoted to the September 
18th Incident, biological and poison gas warfare, and Manchoukuo. 

These volumes include not only official records, but also affidavits, recorded 

testimonies, and confessions by former high-ranking Manchoukuo officials such as 

Furumi Tadayuki • •d• ,•, • and Takebe Rokuz6, as well as Japanese military personnel. 
These sources shed light on Manchoukuo administrative organs, Concordia Society 
activities, economic controls, immigration projects, opium policies, forced labor, purges 
of subversive activities, and rule through terror by the police and military police. There 

was not much on opium--my own area of interest. But one affidavit by Fummi Tadayuki 
is revealing. In it, he says that Manchoukuo started its opium monopoly in order to 

secure operating funds and that he played a key role in this venture. Most surprising of 

all, he claims that Manchoukuo sold 20,000 tons of opium to Japan, 70,000 tons to 

Germany, and 200,000 tons to the Wang Ching-wei regime. 3° 

Some of the primary sources already have been cited by Chiang Nien-tung in Wei 

Man-chou-kuo shih. Still, their publication in separate document volumes is of great 
value. From now on, no one studying Manchoukuo will be able to ignore the Jih-pen ti- 

kuo-chu-i ch 'in-Hua tang-an tzu-liao hsiian-pien. 
There are two other source compilations that, although of less value, still warrant 

mention. One of these is the reprinting of Sun Pang •, •13, Wei-Man shih-liao ts 'ung-shu 
• •$j • •(-• ]•[ • [Compendium of Historical Sources from the Collaborationist State, 
Manchoukuo] (Kirin jen-min eh'u-pan-she, 1993). This is a topically organized ten- 

volume collection of memoirs and other literary sources. 
31 As well, 120 volumes of 

official government reports dating from 1932 to 1945 have been reprinted: Wei Man- 

chou-kuo cheng-fu kung-pao • •I• • [] • )• •'• • (Liao-ning eh'u-pan-she, 1993). 
Recent industrial development in the Northeast has been amazing. But Chinese 

historians are openly chary of "modernization" theories suggesting that today's 
development derives from SMR or other Japanese building in Manchuria. Hsieh Ming 
points out the danger in recent Japanese historians, such as Matsumoto Toshir6, who 

admit the fact of Japan's colonial control and military aggression, but still discuss 

Northeastern "development" in terms of modernization theory. 32 Hsieh Ming denies any 

• • •. (Chung-kuo ta pai-k'o-eh'iian-shu oh'u-pan-she, 1991); Wang Hsi-liang zt: •- •, Jih- 

pen tui Chung-kuo Tung-pei ti cheng-chih tung-chih [] 7• ]• r• [] • • fl•J i• • • • (Hei- 
lung-ehiang j en-min oh'u-pan-she, 1991). 
3o Tung-pei ching-chi liieh-to, op. cit., pp. 811,824. 
31 The ten volumes are: "Chiu-i-pa" shih-pien •IL /k • •. Chih-min cheng-ch 'iian • • i• 
tf•. K'ang-Jih chiu-wang • •t • •Z Wei-Man wen-hua • • • •, Wei-Man chfm-shih • • 
•i• •j• Wei-Man she-hui • • ;•± • Wei-Man jen-wu •1• • Jk •J Jih-wei pao-hsing •I •g• • •f• 
Ching-chi taeh-to g• • •,, •g and Wei-Man fu-wang • •n• •[ •. 
32 Su Ch'tmg-min, Man-t'ieh shih; and Hsieh Ming • •J, "'Man-t'ieh' yen-ehiu yii 'ehin-tai- 

hua' wen-t'i" •lj • ]i• • • J• (-• •g [•"] t•, Shih-chieh shih yen-chiu tung-t'ai •. • Y•. • •t, •JJ 
•,.•, 6 (1993). Hsieh directs most of his criticism at Matsumoto Toshir6 •:•ts: •1•1•, Shinryaku to 
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need for the concept of modernization to tell the "history of the SMR" or the "history of 

Japanese imperialist aggression in China." Hsieh argues that Japanese "aggression" and 

"development" necessarily involved "plunder." This is sure to become a major point of 

controversy henceforth. 

On the "North China Incident" [Undeclared War] 

Japanese historians debate whether the Fifteen-Year War was a single continuum, 

or if there was a decisive break between the Manchurian Incident of 1931-33 and the 

Sino-Japanese War of 1937-45. This intervening period has become the focus of much 

historical inquiry on the Mainland recently. 33 

In the 1960s, Taiwan historian Liang Ching-ch'un • •j• •- produced basic studies 

such as "So-wei Ho-Mei hsieh-ting" P• • • • • •=• [The So-called Ho-Umezu 

Accords], "Ch'in-T'u hsieh-ting" • s[: • •_. [The Ch'in-Doihara Accords], "Kuang- 
t'ien san yiian-tse" J-• [] = ]•, •lJ [The Hirota Principles], and "Hua-pei tzu-chih ytin- 
tung" • • • • • • [The Autonomy Movement in North China]. 34 In 1982 Li Yt•a- 

han edited KMT government sources in K'ang-chan ch 'ien Hua-pei cheng-chi• shih-liao 

• _• •-• • • i• )• 5• •L [Historical Materials on the North China Political Situation 

Before the War of Resistance] (Cheng-chung shu-chii, 1982). And, on the Mainland, a 

collection of 1935 newspaper and magazine articles, the Hua-pei shih-pien tzu-liao 

hsiian-pien •_ • • •: 5•. •"• • •i• [Selected Documents on the North China Undeclared 

kaihatsu '• • • • •: (Ochanomizu shob6, 1988). On the issue of "modernization," see 

Nishimura Shigeo •]• •J" •-• ]'•, "'Shokuminchi teikoku' no h6kai to 'shokuminchi' kara no 

dakkyaku: 'Mansh•oku no isan' to wa nanika" • • • [] ¢) • • k • • • ¢• 6 e• • • 
• •)}l [] •r) • ff= • iZ• •-• f2• in Rekishi kagaku •]• 5• •3c • 91 (1983). 
On the Japanese side, one example is Eguchi Keiichi • I=I :• •, "Rok6ky6 jiken e no michi: 

5-hen sens6 no 
shikaku"/• • • • •: • 6 r) :• -1- •i• • • @ 69 • •J, in Inoue Kiyoshi 

• and Et6 Shinkichi • • • •m, ed., Nit-Cha sens6 to Nit-Cha kankei [• d• • • • [• • • 
(Hara shob6, 1988). Some Chinese studies of the Tangku Ceasefire Accords, the so-called 

Ho-Umezu Accords, the policy to sever North China, economic aggression in North China, East 

Hopei smuggling, Hirota diplomacy, and the Japanese North China Garrison are: Liu Kuo-hsin 

[] •:, "'Tang-ku hsieh-ting' yi• 'Hua-pei tzu-ehih yi•n-tung'" • • • • • • • I• • • •, 
Chin-tai shih yen-chiu 4 (1989); Hsiung Tsung-jen • • {-', "'Ho-Mei hsieh-ting' chih pien-hsi" 

• • •. • • •f]•, K'ang-Jih chan-cheng yen-chiu 3 (1992); Feng Han-ehang •t• • •, "Shih- 

lun Jth-pen 'Hua-pei fen-ehih' ts'e-ltieh ti hsing-eh'eng" • •i [] :• •1• • • • • I• • • 
K'ang-Jih chan-chengyen-chiu 3 (1993); Ting Tse-ch'in -J- •lJ • and Wang Mei-hsiu :q: • •, 
"Lun Hua-pei shih-pien eh'ien-hou ti Chi-tung tsou-ssu wen-t'i" • • • •J• • •• •: 1• • • 

[• t•, Pei-ching ta-hsi•eh hsf•eh-pao (Che-she pan) • • • •j• • f• •: •± I• 6 (1987); Ch'i 

Fu-lin • • •1•, "'Kuang-t'ien san ytian-tse' yti Kuo-min eheng-fu ti tui-ts'e" j[ [] =/• •llJ •. [] 
i• •(ff flt• • •f•., Chin-tai shih yen-chiu 3 (1994); Wu Yiieh-hsing •:• • Ii•, "Jihpen Hua-pei 

ehu-t'un-eht•n ehi eh'i eh'in-Hua hsing-ehing" [] :• • • [E • • • • •- • CT •, Chin-tai 

shih yen-chiu 4 (1990). 
These were later published as Jib-pen ch 'in-liieh Hua-pei shih-shu [] 7•. •. •i • • • • 

(Chuan-chi wen-hstieh oh'u-pan-she, 1994). 
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War], have appeared. As well, there are now studies by Li Wen-jung, Shao Yiin-jui, and 

Yii Tzu-tao. 35 

On the Chinese Mainland, historians use the term "North China Incident" (shih- 
pien or "undeclared war") to describe the string of machinations perpetrated by the 

Japanese army in 1935: 1) the East Chahar or First Western Jehol Incident; 2) the Hopei 
Incident and so-called Ho-Umezu Accords; 3) the Chang-pei Incident; 4) the Ch'in- 

Doihara Accords; 5) the North China Autonomy Movement; 6) the establishment of the 

East Hopei Regime for Self-Government and Containment of Communism and the 

Hopei-Chahar Political Council; 7) the Independence for Inner Mongolia Movement; and 

8) economic imperialism symbolized by smuggling under the East Hopei Regime. 
This cumulative ''North China Incident" is quite different in nuance from the 

September 18th and July 7th "Incidents"--though all three are called shih-pien. And, it 

may not be wholly valid to lump together a series of small-scale "affairs" (shih-chien or 

"incidents") under the rubric of a shih-pien or "undeclared war." However, this semantic 

device does permit Chinese historians to stress continuity bertween the September 18th 

and July 7th Incidents. As Li Wen-jung and Shao Yiin-jui argue, these three "incidents" 

comprise a three=part strategy of imperialist aggression against China--with each stage 
leading inevitably to the next. Lang Wei-ch'eng, T'ung Tung, and Hsieh Hsiieh-shih 

share this view. 36 

In Japan, there are almost no studies on the East Hopei Regime set up in 

November 1935. That dearth of scholarship makes the Chinese study Chi-tung Jih-wei 

cheng-ch'i•an • • F• • i• • [The East Hopei Japanese Collaborationist Regime] 
(Tang-an ch'u-pan-she, 1992) all the more valuable. This exhaustive work, edited by 
Nan-k'ai University historians and Tangshan City archivists, has many relevant sources 

about the East Hopei regime, from its founding through 1946. It has excerpts from 

periodicals of that day, such as Manshd h6 • ')•1 #,• [Manchuria Weekly] and Kit6 nipp6 
• • [• • [East Hopei Daily] as well as Tangshan archival materials. Especially 
valuable are materials on the activities of the East Hopei Renovation Society, on efforts to 

uphold order, and on education. These sources are just waiting to be exploited by 
researchers. 

35 Nan-k'ai ta-hsiieh Ma-Lieh-chu-i chiao-yen-shih • •J • • ,• •lJ 3• • • • •" and Chung- 
kung-tang shih chiao-yen-shih q• • • 5t• • •i• •, eds., Hua-pei shih-pien tzu-liao hsi•an-pien 
• • •J• • • • • •t• (Ho-nan jen-min oh'u-pan-she, 1983; Li Wen-jung •j• 3( • and Shao 

Yiin-jui •[• •--• •, Hua-pei shih-pien •!•.•l•. (Nan-k'ai ta-hsiieh oh'u-pan-she, 1989); Yia Tzu- 

tao ,• --• •]•, Ch 'ang-ch'eng feng-yim lu: Ts 'ung yi•-kuan shih-pien tao ch 'i-ch 'i k'ang-chan • 
•1• •l•J•J-t•q:•l•(Shang-hai shu-tien oh'u-pan-she, 1993). 
3• Li Wen-jung and Shao Ytin-jui, op. cit.; Lang, "Chung-Jih i-wu-ttien ehan•heng shih yen-chlu 
chi-ko wen-t'i ti t'an-t'ao"; T'ung Tung • • and Hsieh Hstieh-shih • • •3 • "Hua-pei shih- 

pien shih chiu-i-pa shih-pien ti chi-hsii: P'ing Jib-pen chtin-kuo-chu-i eh'in-liieh Hua-pei ti yin- 

chan-chengyen-chiu 1 (1991). 
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The July 7th •arco Polo Bridge) Incident 

In 1987, fifty years after the July 7th Incident, a Museum to Commemorate the 

Chinese People's War of Resistance Against Japan opened near Marco Polo Bridge on 

the outskirts of Peking. There occurred a nationwide "Resistance Against Japan" boom, 
and conferences were held all over China to mark the observance. But the resulting 
publications would not equal the similar boom in 1991 to mark the sixtieth anniversary of 

the September 18th Incident. 
One earlier publication of note is Li Yiin-han, Sung Che-yiian yii ch 'i-ch 'i k'ang- 

chan •, •'• :T6 • -[Z "• •'• • [Sung Che-yiian and the July 7th Resistance to Japan] 
(Chuan-chi wen-hstieh oh'u-pan-she, 1973). Others followed: Shen Chi-ying •7• • •: and 
Liu Ch'eng-ch'ang • • •, Lu-kou-ch 'iao shih-pien ch 'ien-hou 
(Bei-ching oh'u-pan-she, 1986); Hu Te-k'un 
(Chieh-fang-chiin ch'u-pan-she, 1987); Ma Chung-lien, ed., Lu-kou-ch 'iao shih-chien 

Hua-pei k'ang-chan 1• • • •J• •- • • • •'• • (Yen-shan ch'u-pan-she, 1987); Wu 

Ytieh-hsing •-• • •:, Lin Chi-po • •/• •, Lin nua •k •, and Liu Yu-yti •lJ ;•-•, Lu- 

kou-ch "iao shih-pien feng-yan-p 'ien r• • • •j• •: I-• • •¢• (Chung-kuo jen-min ta-hsiieh 

ch'u-pan-she, 1987); Li Yiin-han, Lu-kou-ch 'iao shih-pien I•I '• • • • (Tung-ta t'u-shu 

kung-ssu, 1987). 37 Few of the primary sources have been declassified and made available 

to the public. Published documents are limited to memoirs by former KMT army 
personnel and the Ko-ming wen-hsien. 38 

The points of controversy center on the causes of the Marco Polo Bridge Incident, 
its place in the War of Resistance Against Japan, and the significance that this incident 

has for World War II as a whole. But the really outstanding issue is the first one: who 

and what caused the incident? In other words, did the incident really "break out 

accidentally? ''39 Which side fired the first shot? 4° 

37 Two volumes of collected articles axe: "Ch 'i-ch 'i" k'ang-chan wu-shih-chou-nien t 'e-chi -t• 
-t• • l• •i• -]- • •[• • • (Shih-chia-chuang Huang-p'u chiin-hsiao t'ung-hstieh-hui, 1987); and 

Chang Ch'un-hsiang • • •, ed., Lu-kou-ch 'iao shih-chien yii pa-nien k'ang-chan r• •1• • •j• 
{•: •ff• }\ 5• •-•_• (Pei-ching ch'u-pan-she, 1990). 
•s Chung-kung chung-yang-tang-hsiao tang-shih tzu-liao-shih d• • • •: • • • • • • •-•, ed., 
Lu-kou-ch 'iao shih-pien hop 'ing-chin k'ang-chan l• •I• • • •: •[• x•. • •% !• (Chung-kung 
chung-yang-tang-hsiao k'o-yen-pan-kung-shih, 1986); Chung-kuo ren-min cheng-shih-hsieh- 
shang-hui-i eh'tian-kuo i-ytian-hui wen-shih tzu-liao yen-chiu wei-yiian-hui "Ch'i-ch'i shih-pien" 
pien-shen-tsu q• [• j• •i[• • •i• • • • [• • • • • • • •'[]i• • • • • "•• 
• •fi ,ed., Ch 'i-ch 'i shih-pien -• q• •f• •: (Chung-kuo wen-shih oh'u-pan-she, 1986); Ko-ming 
wen-hsien, vols. 106-107 (1986). 
•9 Translator's note. E. O. Reisehauer so describes the incident in Japan Past and Present. He 

maintained that position until his death, and it appears in the revised edition of that work-Japan: 
The Story of a Nation (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1990), p. 170. On the Diet floor in 1988, 
Cabinet Minister Okuno Seisuke quoted Reisehauer verbatim to assert that the incident "broke 

out accidentally," and he went on to argue that therefore Japan bore no responsibility for starting 

a wax of aggression (shinryaku sens6 • [• t[• @ ) with China. This led to a diplomatic crisis 

with massive PRC protests that ended only with Okuno's resignation. 
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On these points Mainland and Taiwan historians basically coincide. The only new 
bones of contention pertain to the "accidental outbreak" thesis, the KMT 29th Army 
Instigation thesis, and the CCP instigation thesis. For Chinese historians, the issue of 
"who shot first?" is "irrelevant and meaningless." For them, the Japanese army occupied 
vast areas of Northeast and North China, so stationing troops and conducting field 

maneuvers on Chinese soil was illegal to start with. 41 

For Chinese historians, it is crystal clear that Japan's North China Garrison Army 
or one of its Special Services Agencies--not the CCP or the KMT 29th Army--fired first. 
Allegations to the contrary, they retort, are belied by the following considerations. Japan 
had long planned to invade northern China. Japan increased the size of its North China 
Garrison Army in 1936. Japan had been frequently conducting maneuvers before the 
Marco Polo Bridge Incident broke out. Numerous rumors about an imminent clash had 
been circulating before July 7th. 

One widely-accepted thesis is the one tendered by Taiwan historian Ch'en Tsai- 
chikn [• q'• •. Ch'en holds that Shigekawa Hidekazu • ]11 • • perpetrated the 
incident. 42 Shigekawa promoted Special Service Agency activities in the Peking-Tientsin 
area at the time, and paid CCP-affiliated Chinese students to fire the shot. Ch'en bases 
his thesis on a statement by Tanaka Ryfikichi [] • • • in Sabakareru rekishi: Haisen 
hiwa •'L • •J• 51• l•• [History on Trial: Secrets about the Lost War] (Shin- 
pfisha, 1948). However, Shigekawa later denied this allegation--though he did admit that 
he "had subordinates use fireworks to help widen the conflict. '•3 Tanaka did not mention 
Shigekawa in this context when testifying to prosecutors at the Tokyo War Crimes Trials 
in June 1946. 44 Hence this "Shigekawa thesis" seems to need reexamination. 

In any case, Chinese historians assume that modem Japanese continental policies 
of expansion "inevitably produced" the string of incidents that began in September 1931, 
continued with the North China undeclared war of 1935, and led to the July 1937 clash at 

40 See the very detailed analysis by Yasui Sankichi, "Rokrky6 jiken no imeiji: Chfigoku no baai, 
Nihon no baai"/• • • •j• • •7) 4 ,¢ "• qb [] 6v) • •, 1• • •r) •,• •. Nihon shi kenkyz• 
• •St•]i}]:•(April 1994). 
• Ma Chung-lien, op. cit., p. 56; Chao Yen-ch'ing • •_ •j•, "Lu-kou-ch'iao shih-pien shih ou-fa 
shih-chien ma"/• •/• • • • {•J •g• • •'• •,•j, Shih-shieh li-shih •1• • • 5• 3 (1989); K'ung 
Ling-wen •L• •" [•, Sun Kuo-ying •, [] •:, Wu Ch'eng-k'un b•.:• •, eds., Hai-tsai zheng-lun ti 
k' ang-chan shih jo-kan wen-t'i yen-chiu • • • •-• fftj •'• I• 5•. • •" • t• • • (Pei-ching hang- 
k'ung hang-t'ien ta-hsiaeh ch'u-pan-she, 1989). 
4• Yasui Sankichi, "Rokrky6 jiken no imeiji." 
43 See Hata Ikuhiko •, Nit-Cha sens6 shi 15t •/l•-•rp 5• (Hara sbobr, 1979), p. 209, for the 
denial; see Yasui, ibid., for the quotation about spreading the conflict once it had broken out. 
•4 Tanaka replied that Marco Polo Bridge, unlike the Mukden (September 18th) Incident, owed 
nothing to Japanese army planning. As well, he said, according to rumors at the time, "Chinese 
students associated with the CCP" fired the first shot which set off the incident. However, he 
insisted that this was just a rumor, nota fact. Thus, he contradicted the statement he would make 
in Sabakareru rekishi. In his 1946 testimony during the Tokyo War Crimes Trials, he claimed: 
"My specialty was to investigate incidents like that, and I never failed to get to the bottom of 
them--except for this one." See Awaya Kentar6 • 1• ]• • •], Adachi I-Iiroaki • • • I•, and 
Kobayashi Morohiro zJ• • • •, eds., Trky6 saiban shiryr: Tanaka Ry•kichi jinraon chrsho • 
•-•]•t [] qbl•il•J•l•(0tsuki shoten 1994),p. 226. 
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Marco Polo Bridge. Thus, they conclude, the "first shot" fired there had to come from or 
be instigated by the Japanese side. 

As Yasui Sankichi has noted, "diverging Sino-Japanese views of the Marco Polo 
Bridge Incident apparently stem from a basically dissimilar understanding of modem 
Sino-Japanese relations that lies at an ethnic or national level. '•5 Still, I believe such 
differences can only be overcome by continued efforts to uncover new source materials, 
and I hope that the sixtieth anniversary of the Marco Polo Bridge Incident will serve to 

spur that endeavor. 
Many Chinese studies of the post-Marco Polo Bridge period, when the two 

nations were in a full-scale war, are devoted to Japanese atrocities such as that committed 
at Nanking. In recent years, there have been studies on poison gas, bacteriological 
warfare, opium and narcotics operations, and "comfort women" as employed by the 
Japanese army. 46 In 1989, Wu T'ien-wei :•:• •j•, Hu Hua-ling i•j •, and Hs•i Chieh- 
lin • •" • in Taipei established the Society to Study Japan's Aggression Against China; 
and in 1990, they went about pursuing the problem of Japanese war crimes by founding 
the journal Jih-pen ch 'in-Hua yen-chiu [] 71F. • •- ]• "• [Studies in Japanese Aggression 
Against China]. 

Public opinion around the world is on the rise in favor of compensating those left 
scarred by the Japanese army--such as former "comfort women" and victims of other 
atrocities. And this factor underscores the need for studies of that sort. But in reality, 
many studies in both China and Japan are marred by governments who place state 
interests above scholarship. Still we should note the important work by Ch'ih Ching-te 
and Meng Kuo-hsiang on Chinese losses and damages. 47 Finally, there are intriguing 
Chinese studies of Japanese army policies in occupied areas and of the "peace efforts" 
made by the two nations. 4s 

45 Yasui Sankichi, "Rokrky6 jiken no imeiji." 
46 For example, see: Li En-han 
•I• -• • • ¢• • ]i• • (Tai-wan shang-wu yin-shu-kuan, 1994); Pi Ch'un-fu • • •, "Ch'in- 
Hua Jih-ch0n Wu-han hui-chan ch'i-chien k'o-hsiieh-chan shih-shih kai-k'uang" 
• _• •] • • SY• • •]• • • •, Min-kuo tang-an • [] • • 4 (1994); Han Hsiao .• I• and Hsin 
P'ei-lin • • •)fi, Jih-chiin 731 pu-tui tsui-o shih [] •_ •C • .-- 

• • • ,•, 51• (Hei-ltmg-chiang 
jen-min oh'u-pan-she, 1991); Wang Chin-hsiang :t: ,•" •:, "Jib-pen ya-p'ien ch'in-Hua cheng- 
ts'e shu-lun" [] ;•" •3•J••, K'ang-Jih chan-cheng yen-chiu •% [] l• ff• ]• •-• 3 
(1993); Su Shih • •, "Jib-pen ch'in-ltieh-che ch'iang-po Chung-kuo fu-chu tso Jih-ehiin wei- 
an-fu shih-lu" [] :• •: • • • •. q• [] • • {• [] • ,•, • • • •j•, K'ang-Jih chan-cheng yen- 
chiu 4 (1992). 
47 Ch'ih Ching-de • ]• •, Chung-kuo tui-Jih k'ang-chan sun-shih tiao-ch 'a shih-shu r• [] •'• 
[] • !• • • • •d• • • (Tai-wan shang-wu yin-shu-kuan, 1987); Meng Kuo-hsiang -•- [] •., 
"Kuan-yii Kuo-min-tang cheng-eh'fian hsiang Jib-pen so-p'ei wen-t'i" I• •Y• [] J• •1• i• •l• I• [] 
7• f•. I• • t• Chin-tai shih yen-chiu 2 (1991); Meng Kuo-hsiang, "Tiao-eh'a ho ehui-eh'ang 
Jib-pen chieh-to wo-kuo wen-wu kung-tso slau-yao" 
•. Min-kuo tang-an ]•[]• 4 (1992). 
4• On the occupied areas, see I-lsing I-Ian-san • •'• =_, .lih-wei t'ung-chih Ho-nan chien-wen-lu 
[] •t• • • • ]• • 1'• • (Ho-nan ta-hstieh ch'u-pan-she, 1986); Chung-kuo jen-min cheng-ehih- 
hsieh-shang-hui-i Pei-ehing-shih wei-yfian-hui wen-shih tzu-liao yen-chiu wei-yiian-hui 
]•iL• •'• ki•j • • • • •. i:t5 •.• • 3• 5• • •-• ]i• :• •.• •, eds., Jih-wei t'ung-chih hsia ti 
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Concluding Remarks 

From this brief overview of Chinese scholarship since the 1980s, we can see that, 
although historians in China and Japan have much in common, they base their views of 

the Fifteen- (or Fourteen-) Year War on sharply different historiographic assumptions. 
That is, Chinese historians overwhelmingly stress inevitability in history. They see 

modem Japanese continental expansion leading relentlessly to the September 18th 

Incident, to the North China Incident, to the July 7th Incident, and to Japan's defeat; and 

they virtually ignore any other possible choices along the way that might have been, but 

were not, explored. 
Theis emphasis on historical inevitability cannot be fully explained by attributing 

it to political ideology; instead, it must also be understood in relation to nationalism. The 

reason that Chinese historians to this very day deem the "Tanaka Memorial" to be of vital 

importance is that it precisely fits the view of history derived from their national 
consciousness. The passing of half a century has relegated many--though by no means 

all--memories to the realm of history. But the scars left on those who have suffered 
imperialist aggression in their recent past do not soon disappear, and historical views 
premised on national feeling do not soon change. 

Supplement 

I wish to make a few additional observations about Chinese books, articles, and 

source materials published in 1995 after my above article appeared in print in Japan. 
In 1995, many events were planned on the mainlnd to celebrate the fiftieth 

anniversary of Victory in the War of Resistance Against Japan. These were carried out as 

semi-official state events in accordance with policies set down by the Communist Party 
and Government. It is said that over 400 books were published during this year on the 

War of Resistance; and in fact, most of these were presented to the people for use in 

"patriotic education." However, many of these books lack footnotes or references and are 

Pei-p 'ing [] •J• ,• • -• fl<j • •- (Pei-ching oh'u-pan-she, 1987), translated into Japanese by 
•numa Masahiro :h: • ]:E • with an introduction by Kojima Shinji/J• • • •, Pekin no hi no 

maru • • •7) El ¢) •tL (Iwanami shoten, 1991); Pei-ching-shih tang-an-kuan • • • •[ • •, 
ed., Jih-wei zai Pei-ching ti-ch 'i• ti wu-ts 'e ch 'iang-hua chih-an yiin-tung [] • qef: • •. • • flt3 
• )•7 • •g • • • •, vols. 1 and 2 (Pei-ching Yen-shah oh'u-pan-she, 1987); Pei-ehing-shlh 
tang-an-kuan, ed., Jih-wei Pei-ching hsin-min-hui [] • • •.. • ]• • (Kuang-ming jlh-pao eh'u- 

pan-she, 1989); Shang-hai-shih tang-an-kuan _]= • i:ff • • •, ed., Jih-wei Shang-hai-shih 
cheng-fu [] • l- • i• i• ffeJ (Tang-an oh'u-pan-she, 1986). On "peace efforts," see Huang Yu- 

lan • )• • K'ang-Jih chan-cheng shih-ch 'i ti "ho-p 'ing" yfm-tung •'• [] • •1• •g• •J •t• • •- •. 
[•j (Chieh-fang-ehiin eh'u-pan-she, 1988); Shen Ytt •9• =•", "Lun k'ang-Jih ehan-eheng eh'i-ehien 

Jih-Chiang ti 'ho-p'ing chiao-she'" •-• • [] 1• • •] •d] [] • [• •fl • • •, Li-shih yen-chiu • 
• • •-• 2 (1993); Liu Chleh •J •, Nit-Ch• sensrka no gaik6 El dp • • -[z C) • • 
(Yoshikawa kfbunkan, 1995). 
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little more than historical novels. Unfortunately, there were no scholarly works among 
these works that present new historical views. 49 

Amid this intellectual atmosphere, it is normal to expect that trends in Chinese 

studies of contemporary Japanese history should concentrate on: 1) reconfirming that 

Japanese aggression in China led to Japan's defeat, and 2) clarifying the war crimes that 

prove that aggression. On war crimes, there is Jih-chi•n ch'in-Hua tsui-hsing chi-shih 
(1931-1945) • • /• • • ¢•; • •-• (Chtmg-kung-tang shih ch'u-pan-she), edited by the 

Scientific Research Management Division of the Historical Research Office of the 

Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, which introduces representative 
incidents of massacres, biological and germ warfare, slave labor, economic plunder, and 

cultural depredations. As well, there are: Institute of Modem History, Chinese Academy 
of Social Sciences, ed., Hsiieh-cheng: Ch 'in-Hua Jih-chi•n pao-hsing chi-shih jih-chih I•1 
• • • I• •l• • • •i• • I•I • (Ch'eng-tu ch'u-pan-she) which lists Japanese army 
criminal acts in chronological order; the four-volume Jih-chiin ch 'in-Hua pao-hsing shih- 

lu • •/• • • • -• •, ed. by the Institute of Modem History, Chinese Academy of 

Social Sciences (Pei-ching ch'u-pan-she) which organizes documents by provinces; and 

the three-volume Jih-chiin pao-hsing lu • •£ • •; •, ed. Sun Yii-ling •, •.. • et al. 

(Chung-kuo ta-pai-k'o ch'tian-shu oh'u-pan-she). This last work is part of the Tung-pei 
lun-hsien shih-ssu-nien shih ts ung-shu •. • • • -t- [] if- 5•. • •m mentioned above in 

my article; its three volumes list sources incident-by-incident for the provinces of Kirin, 
Heilungkiang, and Liaoning. The volume for Heilungkiang in particular goes far beyond 
simply presenting sources; it provides detailed analyses of the incidents themselves. 

Su Ch'ung-min, Li Tso-ch'tian • • •, and Chiang Pi-huo • • •, eds., Lao- 

kung ti hsi•eh yii lei •;j -I-_ • f•L •, • (Chung-kuo ta-pai-k'o ch'iian-shu oh'u-pan-she) is 

extremely important especially because up to now there have been no comprehensive 
accounts of Japanese procurement of Chinese slave labor or Japanese controls on labor. 

This volume, too, is part of Tung-pei lun-hsien shih-ssu-nien shih ts "ung-shu, and it is a 

detailed quantitative study of the procurement of slave labor and controls in Manchuria. 

On slave laborers transported from north China to Manchukuo, see the figures in Chti 

Chih-fen • •./•j:, "Jih-pen ch'iang-liieh Hua-pei lao-kung jen-shu k'ao" [] Y-• • • • 
• • • SE Jk • •, K 'ang-Jih chan-cheng yen-chiu 4 (1995). 

Next, I would like to mention the work of Pu P'ing • •z on Japanese poison gas 
operations which has not been published in China but in Japan as translated by Yamabe 
Yfikiko LL! •/• :•--• et al., Nihon no Chagoku shinryaku to doku gasu heiki • :• • r• 
[] •1• • •j• }2" 7• • • (Akashi shoten). There is no single comprehensive treatment of. 

this topic even in Japanese. So, Pu's empirical study using sources from both the 

victimized Chinese and victimizing Japanese sides is of immense value. 
Regardless of whatever position the Chinese government adopts or continues to 

adopt, research on topics such as these cannot help but play a role in heightening demands 
made of Japan for postwar compensation. 

')• On Chinese sentiments regarding the fiftieth anniversary of the end of the war, see Kobayashi 
Motohiro/]•;•, "'Futatsu no Chfigoku' to fitatsu no sengo: Sakus6 sum tai-Niehi im•ji" 
•'9 •r) d• [] • ¢-3 d r) F• ¢• • •,, • 70 • • 4 • "•, Rikky6 • •j• 155 (November 1995 ); 
also Inoue Hisashi 51•..• •,.•I::, "ChOgoku wa sengo 50 nen o d6 mukaeta ka"• [] {• •i• • W. 0 
• •; E ") J•- P,- •. 12 • Kikan: Sens6 sekinin kenky@ •j• •1] • •j• • • •)• • 11 (March 1996). 
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As well, I should note research on Manchukuo. The three-volume K'u-nan 

tou-cheng: shih-ssu-nien • •l• g•, S•: • -[- [] if- (Chung-kuo ta-pai-k'o ch'tian-shu 

ch'u-pan-she), edited by Chao Tung-hui • • B• et al., should be thought of as the 

general introduction to Tung-pei lun-hsien shih-ssu-nien. It makes full use of recently 
published research and source materials. Hsieh Hsiieh-shih, one of the main authors of 

Wei Man-chou-kuo shih, has now written Wei Man-chou-kuo shih hsin-pien {ffj • ')'['[ [] 
• • • (Jen-min oh'u-pan-she). He began this new work from the premise that, given 
the advances in historical research since the reform and liberalization of recent years, the 

historiographic value of Wei Man-chou-kuo shih is at an end. Earlier, Hsieh had also 

written Li-shih ti tu-liu: Wei-Man cheng-ch 'ftan hsing-wang • 5t• f• •: )]• • • i• •. 
• • (Kuang-hsi shih-fan ta-hstieh ch'u-pan-she). But in Wei Man-chou-kuo shih hsin- 

pien, he used even more Japanese sources and recent studies to produce this painstaking 
masterpiece. Hsieh's book and the aforementioned three-volume K'u-nan yii tou-cheng: 
shih-ssu-nien will set the standard for Manchuria studies for some time to come. 

As for publication of document sources, four new volumes have been added to the 

aforementioned Jib-pen ti-kuo-chu-i ch 'in-Hua tang-an tzu-liao hsiian-pien, edited by the 

Central Party Archives among others: Hua-pei li-tz'u ta-ch 'an an • • • • 
Nan-ching ta t'u-sha •4• •.. J• • • Jib-Wang ti ch 'ing-hsiang [] •_ (•j • • and Ho- 

pen Ta-tso yii Jih-chiin Shan-hsi 'ts 'an-liu' • 7)• J• • g•. [] •- • • •?A r• We should 

also note in the series Chung-kuo k'ang-Jih chan-cheng shih ts "ung-shu • [] 
• ]• m-•, which began in 1995, Jib-pen tui Hua-pei ching-chi ti liieh-tuo ho t'ung-chih 
• • • • • ,•_ • ff•3 •,, ][•J• • ,• •1] (Pei-ching ch'u-pan-she), edited by the Research Group 

on the History of China's War Against Japan and the Memorial Office of the Chinese 

People's War Against Japan. It collects materials concerned with economic matters in 

the areas under Japanese military occupation following the Marco Polo Bridge Incident. 

Finally, on Taiwan, the Committee on Party History of the Central Committee of 

the Kuomintang has published a nine-volume work, Chung-Jih wai-chiao shih-liao 

ts 'ung-shu d• [] •...• 51• g• ]• m-•, edited by the Research Group on Foreign Affairs of 

the Republic of China. s° This is not a new publication, but was published between 1964 

and 1967 in a limited edition distributed to a small number of institutions and researchers. 

We now welcome its reissue so that the general public can easily use its many sources. 

so The nine volumes bear the following titles: 1. Kuo-mih cheng-fu pei-fa hou Chung-Jih wai- 

chiao kuan-hsi [] • i• • • /f• •[• r• [] •t" •. • • 2. Chiu-i-pa shih-pien 7)L ]'k •j• •. 3. 

Jih-chiin ch 'in-fan Shang-hai yi• chin-kung Hua-pei [• •- • • _]2 • • • 7;• • • 4. Lu-kuo- 

ch 'iao shih-pien ch 'ien-hou ti Chung•Jih wai-chiao kuan-hsi • •1• • •j[ •. •j f[• • d• [• J•r 
• • 5. Jib-pen chih-tsao wei tsu-chihyii kuo-lien ti chih-ts 'ai ch 'in-liieh [] 
[] I• i• $1] • • [• 6. K'ang-chan shih-ch 'i feng-so yi• chin-yiin shih-chien •'• !• ff• J•] • • • 
•, •_ •j• •(- 7. Jib-pen t'ou-hsiang yi• wo-kuo tui-Jih t ai-tu chi tui-O chiao-she [] 7• • •= • • 
[] • F• •,•, • • • • •. •f" 8. Chin-shah ho-yiieh yi• Chung-Jih ho-yi•eh ti kuan-hsi • Lid ff[] • 
• d• [] • •1• • • • 9. Chung-hua min-kuo tui-Jih ho-yiieh d• •. •= [] • [] ff• 
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